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E

xcitation–emission matrix (EEM) fluorescence

The purpose of this short communication is to demonstrate the
importance of numerical analysis and wavelength increment
selection when characterizing fluorescent dissolved organic matter
(FDOM) using fluorescence excitation–emission matrix (EEM)
regional integration. A variety of water samples, representing a
landscape gradient and different types of FDOM, were analyzed
for their percentage distribution of five operationally defined
FDOM fractions (aromatic protein I, aromatic protein II, fulvic
acid–like, soluble microbial byproduct–like, and humic acid–like)
using three numerical methods in integrating volume under the
surface of the fluorescence EEMs: Riemann summation, composite
trapezoidal rule, and composite Simpson’s rule. The influence
of wavelength increment was also examined for the precision of
the percentage distribution of each fraction. Our results show
that the FDOM fraction estimated by Riemann summation with
a 10- or 5-nm excitation wavelength can cause >40% or >5%
errors, respectively, when compared with the best estimated values
obtained by averaging results from composite trapezoidal rule
and composite Simpson’s rule with 1-nm excitation wavelength
at the same emission increment. Also, our experiments show that
fluorescence matrix regional integration could underestimate
the two aromatic protein fractions but could overestimate the
soluble microbial byproduct–like and humic acid–like fractions if
improper increment and integral methods are used. The error can
be reduced if a smaller wavelength increment is used. The smallest
increment in a spectrofluorometer and composite Simpson’s rule
should be used for scanning fluorescence EEMs and calculating
the percentage distribution of each FDOM fraction. Alternatively,
5-nm wavelength increments with composite Simpson’s rule could
be cost effective, and the error of each FDOM fraction commonly
falls within 5% compared with those estimated by 1-nm increments.

spectroscopy has been widely used to characterize and
monitor fluorescent dissolved organic matter (FDOM)
in marine, freshwater, soil, and wastewater samples. This technique has the advantages of being nondestructive, highly sensitive, rapid, and relatively inexpensive (Hudson et al., 2007;
Henderson et al., 2009; Fellman et al., 2010). Filtered water
samples are typically irradiated with excitation wavelengths from
240 to 450 nm and emission wavelengths recorded from 250
to 600 nm. Depending on the increments of the wavelengths
set in the instruments, an EEM could contain hundreds to
over 10,000 wavelength-dependent fluorescence intensity data
points. Interpreting this data set has posed a significant challenge. Visual inspection of fluorescence peaks with comparison
of the intensity of individual peaks is a common technique for
analyzing EEMs (Coble, 1996; Hudson et al., 2007). Recently,
various mathematical techniques have been used to interpret
the wavelength-dependent fluorescence intensity data points
represented in EEMs. Parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) and
fluorescence regional integration (FRI) are two commonly used
methods. Parallel factor analysis is a multivariate modeling technique that decomposes the fluorescence signature of FDOM
into individual components and provides estimates of the relative contribution of each component of total FDOM fluorescence (Stedmon et al., 2003; Fellman et al., 2010). Fluorescence
regional integration is a quantitative technique that integrates
the volumes beneath operationally defined EEM regions, and the
normalized region-specific EEM volumes represent the relative
abundance of FDOM fractions in a water sample (Chen et al.,
2003). The advantage of the FRI technique is to analyze FDOM
through quantitative use of all the wavelength-dependent fluorescence intensity data from EEMs. It has the ability to capture
the heterogeneity of FDOM. In addition, FRI could provide
information about the composition (i.e., relative abundance of
operationally defined fractions) of FDOM in a relatively short
time, comparing with other fractionation techniques that require
days to perform (Chow et al., 2005). Fluorescence regional integration has been widely used for many environmental settings
to characterize FDOM, including landfill leachates, bioreactors,
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and drinking water (Wang et al., 2009; Massicotte and Frenette,
2011; He et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2012). The PARAFAC and FRI
techniques involve mathematical manipulation on the discrete
data in EEMs. In this paper, we address the issues of numerical
analysis on the FRI and examine the effects of different integration methods on the precision of EEM analyses.
In the original paper by Chen et al. (2003), five regions in an
EEM were operationally defined using consistent excitation (ex)
and emission (em) wavelength boundaries based on fluorescence
of model compounds and FDOM fractions: Region I, aromatic
protein I (ex: 200–250 nm; em: 280–330 nm); Region II,
aromatic protein II (ex: 200–250 nm; em: 330–380 nm);
Region III, fulvic acid–like (ex: 200–250 nm; em: 380–550
nm); Region IV, soluble microbial byproduct–like (250 nm < ex
< 400 nm; em: 280–380 nm); and Region V, humic acid–like
(250 nm < ex < 400 nm; em: 380–550 nm). The areas of the five
defined regions are not the same. Region V has the largest area,
and Region I has the smallest area. The total volume (φv) beneath
Region V could be always greater than the volume (φI) in Region
I. To account the area effect, the intensity per unit area [(sum
of the intensity/(excitation wavelength × emission wavelength)]
should be calculated. Volumetric integration under the EEM
within each region is normalized to the projected excitation–
emission area within that region and dissolved organic carbon
concentration. It results in a normalized region-specific EEM
volume (Chen et al., 2003).
The volume (φi) beneath region i of an EEM can be calculated
using Eq. [1]:

of FDOM. Specifically, the composite trapezoidal rule and
the composite Simpson’s rule were examined, and results were
compared with that of the more commonly used method—the
Riemann summation.

Materials and Methods
Fluorescent Dissolved Organic Matter

where dλex is the differential of the excitation wavelength, dλem
is the differential of the emission wavelength, and I(λexλem) is the
fluorescence intensity at each excitation–emission wavelength
pair. For discrete data, Riemann summation is used to quantify
the volume of each region, as shown in Eq. [2]:

A variety of water samples representing landscape gradient and
different types of FDOM (summarized in Supplemental Table S1)
were used to test the numerical methods for volume calculation
under the EEM surface. Samples were selected so that visible
peaks were observed in the five operationally defined regions.
Four ecosystems representing a salinity gradient from freshwater
to marine water along an approximately 3-km transect on Hobcaw
Barony in Georgetown, South Carolina were sampled in January
2012, including a cypress-tupelo-pine forest on Crabhaul Road, a
forested wetland at Reserve Bank Road North, a brackish water
wetland at Reserve Bank Road, and a salt marsh at Thousand Acre
Field. Two river water samples were collected in the same month
from urban and agricultural watersheds of Huckleberry Branch
and Black Creek within the Pee Dee basin near Quinby, South
Carolina. All water samples collected in the field were stored on
ice immediately and transferred to the laboratory for processing
within the same day. Leaf litter of baldcypress (Taxodium
distichum), longleaf pine (Pinus palustris), and water tupelo
(Nyssa aquatica) were collected with nets from an undisturbed
forested wetland on Hobcaw Barony in fall 2011. Litter samples
were oven dried at 50°C overnight, ground, and passed through
a 0.5-mm sieve. One gram of dried material was mixed with 50
mL Milli-Q water and shaken at room temperature for 8 h. All
water samples and litter extracts were filtered through a 0.45-μm
polyethersulfone membrane (Supor-450, Pall Corp.). All filters
were prewashed with at least 100 mL Milli-Q water before sample
filtration. Some chemical properties of the water samples and litter
extracts are summarized in Supplemental Table S1.

φi = ∑∑ I (λ ex λ em )Δλ ex Δλ em

Fluorescence Measurement

φi = ∫

ex

∫em I (λ ex λ em )dλ ex dλ em

[1]

[2]

ex em

where Δλex and Δλem are the excitation and emission wavelength
increments, respectively. In this integration method, the volume
of a rectangular box under a particular point is calculated, and
the volume of the region i is the sum of these rectangular boxes
within the region. However, this commonly used numerical
analysis could underestimate the volume if the surface is
monotonically increased or overestimate the volume if the
surface is monotonically decreased (Burden and Faires, 2001).
Ideally, the error in the integration is zero if the intervals are
infinitesimally small, but spectrofluorometers can provide only
discrete data. The precision can be improved by using smaller
excitation and emission increments, but such an approach will
extend the experimental time and shorten the lifetime of the
xenon lamp in a spectrofluorometer.
The objective of this study was to compare different numerical
methods and increments of excitation wavelengths on the
precision of determining the volume beneath each defined region
of an EEM and the normalized percentages of different FDOM
fractions, which are used to quantify the chemical properties
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Fluorescence scans in this study were done in a Shimadzu
spectrofluorometer RF5301 with a 5-nm slit in excitation and a
5-nm slit in emission. Scans were first corrected against a water
blank to remove most of the first- and second-order Raman
scattering. Scans were standardized to Raman’s units (normalized
to the integral of the Raman signal between 390 and 410 nm in
emission at a fixed excitation of 350 nm) with a Milli-Q water
sample run the same day as the samples as suggested in Lawaetz and
Stedmon (2009). To account for reabsorption of the light emitted
by fluorophores in a concentrated water sample, all samples were
diluted with Milli-Q water to an ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm
of 0.3 or less (Miller et al., 2010). The UV scan was conducted
in Shimadzu UV-1800 UV-VIS spectrophotometer. Fluorescence
EEM and UV measurements used quartz cuvettes with 1-cm
paths for analyses. Fluorescence spectra for all water samples
were scanned in S mode (i.e., monitoring only the signal from the
sample), with excitation from 220 to 450 nm and emission from
220 to 550 nm with a respond time of 0.25 s and scan speed set at
“Very Fast.” The EEMs were corrected for instrument biases using
an excitation correction spectrum derived from a concentrated
solution of rhodamine B and an emission correction spectrum
Journal of Environmental Quality

obtained using a ground-quartz diffuser as recommended by
the manufacturer (Cory et al., 2010). The remaining first-order
Rayleigh scattering was removed by the insertion of missing values
(not a number) in a ±10-nm diagonal band where excitation is
equal to the emission wavelength. Because the increment interval
for emission was set constant at 1 nm, three intervals for excitation
were compared at 10 nm (EX10), 5 nm (EX5), and 1 nm (EX1)
for each sample measurement, and the corresponding measuring
times were recorded. A 5-nm excitation step is commonly used in
water research.

Δλ ex Δλ em
[ I (λ ex0 λ em0 ) + I (λ exm λ em0 )
9
+ I (λ ex0 λ emn ) + I (λ exm λ emn )

φi =

i =1

where the MFi is a multiplication factor for each region, equal to
the inverse of the fractional projected excitation–emission area.
Volumes under each EEM were calculated using three
numerical methods in this study: (i) the Riemann summation,
(ii) the composite trapezoidal rule, and (iii) the composite
Simpson’s rule. When using the trapezoidal rule, rectangles
used in the Riemann summation are replaced with trapezoids.
With Simpson’s rule, a strip under a parabolic curve that passes
through three adjacent points is used. To find the volume of a
two-variable function, we need to apply the methods on each
dimension. Assuming the range of the emission wavelength is
from a to b and the range of the excitation wavelength is from c
to d, let λemk be the emission wavelength point on [a, b], λemk −
λemk-1 = Δλem for k = 1, 2,..., n, where λem0 = a and λemn = b; λexl is
the excitation wavelength point on [c, d], λexl − λexl-1 = Δλex for l
= 1, 2,..., m, where λex0 = c, λexm = d. I(λexl λemk) is the fluorescence
intensity at the excitation–emission wavelength pair (λexl , λemk).
The Riemann summation is used to quantify the volume of each
region (see Eq. [2]).
The formula for the composite trapezoidal rule is shown in
Eq. [4]:

4
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Pi ,n = Φ i ,n / ∑ Φ i ,n
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The lowest emission and excitation wavelength in the
Shimadzu RF5301 is 220 nm. Therefore, the five regions in EEMs
in this study were defined as follows: Region I, aromatic protein
I (ex: 220–250 nm; em: 280–330 nm); Region II, aromatic
protein II (ex: 220–250 nm; em: 330–380 nm); Region III,
fulvic acid–like (ex: 220–250 nm; em: 380–550 nm); Region
IV, soluble microbial byproduct–like (250 nm < ex < 450 nm;
em: 280–380 nm); and Region V, humic acid–like (250 nm <
ex < 450 nm; em: 380–550 nm). The normalized excitation–
emission area volumes (Φi,n) and normalized percentage (Pi,n)
were calculated according to Chen et al. (2003) using Eq. [3]:
Φ i ,n = MFi Φ i

φi =

m
-1
2

+2∑ I (λ ex2l λ em0 ) + 2∑ I (λ ex2l λ emn )
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Error Analysis
The precision of each method is determined by comparing
the approximation bounds, and the formula of each method in
two-dimensional cases can be diverse. Assuming that the range
of the emission wavelength is from a to b and the range of the
excitation wavelength is from c to d, the error of the Riemann
summation is bounded by
|

[4]

+2 ∑ I (λ ex0 λ emk ) + 2∑ I (λ exm λ emk ) + 4 ∑∑ I (λ exl λ emk )]

The formula for composite Simpson’s rule is shown in Eq. [5]:
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Detailed mathematical expressions of these methods can be
found in books about numerical analysis (e.g., Burden and
Faires, 2001). The volumes of the five fractions were calculated
within the defined boundaries as described above. A MATLAB
program was developed based on these three methods to
calculate the normalized percentage of each fraction. The codes
for the composite trapezoidal rule and the composite Simpson’s
rule are shown in Supplemental Boxes S1 and S2, respectively.
Because the exact function of the EEM surface is not defined,
the average volume calculated by the composite trapezoidal rule
and composite Simpson’s rule at excitation 1 nm is used for our
control because, theoretically, the composite trapezoidal rule and
the composite Simpson’s rule converge to the actual value faster
than the Riemann summation under the same setting (Burden
and Faires, 2001). Error analysis at other wavelength increments
and Riemann summation were compared with this control value.

(b − a)(d − c )
[Δλ ex I ′(η, μ) +Δλ em I ′(ηˆ , μˆ )]|
2

where η, η̂ are on the interval [c, d]; μ, μ̂ are on the interval [a,
b]; and I′ is the first derivative of the function I. The approximation error for the composite trapezoidal rule is bounded by
|

(d − c )(b − a)
[(Δλ ex )2 I ′′(η, μ) + (Δλ em )2 I ′′(ηˆ , μˆ )]|
12
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where η, η̂ are on the interval [c, d]; μ, μ̂ are on the interval [a,
b]; and I′′ is the second derivative of function I. The error bound
for the composite Simpson’s rule is
|

(d − c )(b − a)
[(Δλ ex )4 I (4) (η, μ) + (Δλ em )4 I (4) (ηˆ , μˆ )]|
180

where η, η̂ are on the interval [c, d]; μ, μ̂ are on the interval [a,
b]; and I(4) is the fourth derivative of the function I.
The error of composite Simpson’s rule goes to zero faster than
the other two methods as Δλem and Δλex get smaller. However,
it comes with the constraint that the number of data points in
each direction (i.e., excitation wavelength direction and emission
wavelength direction) has to be odd. In practice, we can combine
the composite Simpson’s rule and the trapezoidal rule when
the number of data points is even. In this case, we recommend
applying the trapezoidal rule on the first interval or the last
interval and the composite Simpson’s rule on the remaining
intervals to achieve the better precision.

Results and Discussion
Characteristics of Fluorescent Dissolved Organic Matter

fractions in these samples are relatively minor. In this study, we
are only interested in evaluating the effects of numerical analysis
on the volume calculation. The volume relationships with
chemical properties have been verified in previous publications,
and details can be found in Chen et al. (2003).

Integral Methods and Wavelength Increments
in Numerical Analysis
The errors in normalized percentage distribution of selected
samples measured at three excitation increments and three
numerical methods are summarized in Supplemental Tables S3
and S4. Regardless of the integral method, up to 40% error was
observed when a 10-nm excitation increment was used. Errors
were remarkably reduced and accuracies were enhanced when
the excitation increment was decreased to 5 nm. The precision
of volume and normalized percentage assessments was much
better using 1-nm excitation increments compared with 10and 5-nm excitation increments. From a 10-nm excitation
increment to a 1-nm excitation increment, with more data
points being collected, the calculated volumes approached the
actual volumes, regardless of integral methods. Noticeably,
FDOM fractions in region II are always underestimated, but
FDOM fractions in regions IV and V are overestimated when
compared with the control no matter what integral methods
and or excitation intervals are used. This error is not a random
error and is due to the shape of the EEM surface in the region.
The FRI technique operationally defines the five regions, and
some regions could only contain certain portions of a peak. In

The normalized percentage distributions of the five FDOM
fractions of all tested samples calculated using the composite
trapezoidal rule and composite Simpson’s rule with excitation
wavelength at 1-nm increments are basically identical, with less
than 0.01% differences in all regions. Their average at excitation
1 nm and emission 1 nm are considered as the best estimation,
and the results are summarized in Supplemental
Table S2. In general, the fluorescence EEM
spectra of our natural water samples had similar
regional distribution (FDOM fractions), with
high peaks in Regions III and V (Fig. 1d). Our
modified FRI method estimated that 44 to 48%
and 21 to 27% of FDOM are fulvic acid–like
(Region III) and humic acid–like compounds
(Region V), respectively. Aromatic protein–
like compounds in Region II were also an
important fraction in our natural water samples,
representing 16 to 20% of FDOM. Soluble
microbial byproduct-like compounds in Region
IV and aromatic protein–like compounds in
Region I were relatively minor, representing less
than 10% of FDOM individually (Supplemental
Table S2). Unlike natural water samples collected
in river, forest, wetland, and estuary ecosystems,
the EEMs of litter extracts show significant peaks
in Regions I, II, and IV (Fig. 1). For example,
baldcypress litter extracts had the greatest
fraction of aromatic protein–like compounds
in Region II and microbial byproduct-like
compounds in Region IV, whereas water tupelo
and longleaf pine extracts had dominant fractions
of aromatic protein–like compounds in Region
I and microbial byproduct–like compounds in
Region IV. Aromatic protein–like compounds Fig. 1. Fluorescence excitation–emission matrix of three litter extracts and wetland water
(Regions I and II) in litter extracts were greater from Hobcaw Barony. Different from natural water samples, peaks of litter extracts are also
than 55%. Humic acid–like and fulvic acid–like found in Regions I, II, and IV.
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such cases, numerical analysis could underestimate the volume
if the surface is monotonically increased or overestimate the
volume if the surface is monotonically decreased (Burden and
Faires, 2001).
The estimated integral volume was affected by the integral
method we used and by the data-collecting increments (i.e.,
increments of excitation and emission). To illustrate the
influences of integral methods and increments in this study,
a representative two-dimensional example derived from the
EEMs of salt marsh water from excitation 240 to 300 nm with
emission of 310 nm is displayed in Fig. 2. Rectangles are used in
the Riemann summation, and the areas using 10-, 5-, and 1-nm
increments are shown in Fig. 2a, b, and c, respectively. Trapezoids
are formed between two adjacent points when using the
composite trapezoidal rule, and the areas corresponding to three
increments are shown in Fig. 2d, e, and f. Quadratic functions
(Eq. [5]) are used to connect three adjacent points when using
the composite Simpson’s rule, and the areas corresponding
to the three increments are shown Fig. 2g, h, and i. Although
only the change in excitation increment was examined in this
study, mathematically, the intervals of excitation and emission
have the same effect on the numerical analysis and integration.
These graphic illustrators demonstrate the difference in shapes
of estimated areas under the three integral methods and show
the importance of resolutions with three increments. Ideally, the
smallest interval of excitation and emission increments should be
used to obtain the most accurate data set for FRI.

Error Analysis
The nine samples we used in this study can represent
different water sources and were able to show large peaks at
different regions (Fig. 1). The FRI results of these samples

confirmed that the composite Simpson’s rule showed the
best precision for EEM regional distribution with the same
excitation increment of EEMs. The errors based on the
composite trapezoidal rule and the composite Simpson’s rule
were significantly lower than Riemann summation (paired t
test, both n = 45; P < 0.001). However, they were still high
in Regions I and II, especially for natural waters (trapezoidal
rule: 8.0–42.7%; Simpson’s rule: 5.9–42.7%) (Supplemental
Tables S3 and S4). Accumulated frequency of error based on
our samples is estimated for reference (Fig. 3). The median
error for 10-nm excitation using Riemann summation could
be greater than 15%. However, in some cases, the error could
be as large as 42% (Supplemental Tables S3 and S4). If the
composite trapezoidal rule or the composite Simpson’s rule is
applied to the 10-nm excitation increment, the median error
could be reduced to 5.1 and 4.5%, respectively. Therefore,
10-nm intervals with the composite Simpson’s rule can be
used only for rough estimation. In the original study by Chen
et al. (2003), 5-nm excitation wavelength increments and
the Riemann summation were suggested. With the original
setting, most of the errors of normalized percentages could be
controlled within 10%, and the median error is about 5%. The
median error can be significantly improved to 1% by using the
composite Simpson’s rule. Although less accurate than using
a 1-nm excitation increment, setting 5 nm as the excitation
increment with the composite Simpson’s rule can guarantee
>95% normalized percentages having <5% error (Fig. 3). The
measuring time and lamp cost of this setting are only about
one fifth of the 1-nm excitation increment. Also, the computer
runtime can be shortened in data collection when the 5-nm
increment is compared with the 1-nm increment. For example,
a sample takes more than 30 min for a 1-nm interval with a

Fig. 2. Two-dimension demonstration shows the calculated areas using different numerical methods and excitation intervals.
www.agronomy.org • www.crops.org • www.soils.org
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or Simpson’s rule. A combination of PARAFAC and FRI may
improve the accuracy and precision of dissolved organic matter
characterization using fluorescence.
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